
 

State Committee of Ukraine on technical Regulation and
Consumer Policy State System Certification UkrSEPRO Serial Number: BB

Certificate of Conformity 
Registered in the Register: № UA1.016.0199492-12 
Validity: from November 12, 2012 to May 27, 2017 
Products: Fire-retardant substance (mixture for fire 

retardant coating) "Endoterm 400201" for 
wooden elements attic coatings (rafters, 
lathing) 

PN code ZED.TN. ZED 24.30.22 
20.59.59-67.00 

Meets: DBN V.1.1-7-2002 "Protection against fire. Fire safety of construction", GOST 
16363-98 " Flame retardants for wood. Methods for determining fire protection" on 
the 1st (first) group of fire retardant efficiency efficiency if appled fire retardant 
intumescent material "Endoterm 400201" to the timber with an average thickness 
of dry layer cover of not less 0,15 mm (the total consumptions of fire retardant 
material “Endoterm 250103” is not less 298 g/m2 (in terms of dry matter 141 
g/m2)). 

Manufacturer of 
products: 

Research and Production Enterprise “Specmaterialy”. Address: R.Lyuksemburg 
str.70, Donetsk, Ukraine, 83114 
Production address: 86082, Donetsk region. Yasinovatsky district, Donetsk‐North 
station, Privokzalna str., 32 

Certificate issued: Research and Production Enterprise “Specmaterialy”. Address: R.Lyuksemburg 
str.70, Donetsk, Ukraine, 83114 

Additional information:  Fire-retardant agent (mixture fire retardant coating) "Endoterm 400201", produced 
commercially from 12/11/2012 to 05/27/2017 according to TU U 13481691.005-
2001 "Mixes for fire protective coatings “Endoterm 400201”, “Endoterm 400202”, 
“Endoterm 650202”, “Endoterm 250103” amended number № 1, 2. Carried out 
technical supervision over the production of certified products 4 (four) times 
during the term of the certificate of conformity 

Certificate issued by the 
certification organization: 

State Certification, 01024, Kyiv, Kruglouniversytetska str., 20/1 (certificate of 
authorization № UA.PN.016 from 03.12.2010) t. (044) 461 91 31, 
www.ukrfiresert.kiev.ua 

On the grounds of: Certificate of quality management system from 28.05.2012 № UA 2.038.06932-12 
for up to 27.05.2017, issued by a certification of management systems SE 
"Donetsk Scientific-Production Center of Standardization, Metrology and 
Certification (certificate of appointment from 11.04.2011 number UA.MQ.038) 
Minutes of certification tests from 02.07.2012 № 1/SPK-12 PE "CC TEST" 
(certificate of accreditation from 30.09.2011 № 2N1050, valid until 29.09.2014) 

 
 


